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Everyone knows that the Tamiya kit is a classic and, lately, MFH has released a 
brand-new kit in 1/20 scale. Both kits are fine replicas of the car as it appeared during 
the 1979 season. At first glance, the T4 may look identical from one race to the next, but 
if you fancy building an accurate replica of a specific race, you should know where the 
differences are. This document lists the key features of each chassis through the 
13 races in which the 312T4 was used. 
 
The main visible differences are the number of slats on the radiator exhaust grilles, the 
color of the rear brake ducts (when used), the length of the nose cone (three different 
ones were used), the exhaust layout and slight variations in the markings on the body 
(and a lot of tiny nitpicking details). 
 
I’ve been collecting pictures for more than 30 years now and I've learned to be careful 
about proper identification of the subject. A lot of things can change from the first timed 
session till race day. Odds are that you may have some pictures that might offer 
complimentary information which may clarify certain details or even contradict my 
findings. 
 
To complete this research, I've had the pleasure of working with my good friend and 
fellow F1 addict Jean-Pierre Bastien. Researching and documenting a modeling project 
is almost as much fun as building a kit. If you want to contribute to this work in progress, 
you are more than welcome to do so. 
 
The pictures shown in this document were found on the Internet or scanned from our 
personal book and picture collections. This file was created just for the fun of it. There is 
no intention of making anyone pay for its use. Hopefully, it will just help you build better 
models. 
 
Cheers! 
 
Marcel Bastien 
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The Races 
 

South African GP 
 

Kyalami 

3 March 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 1st 

Jody Scheckter 2nd 

 
Chassis used: 
 
037 for G. Villeneuve 
038 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 No rear brake ducts. 

 No air intake on rear deck on the main body shell. 

 Rear deck section with wider flip-ups (JS). 

 JS windscreen taller than GV (this is valid for all races). 

 Longer nose cone used in practice session (longer than the one included in the 
Tamiya kit). 

 Early style radiator exhaust grilles (numerous slats). 

 Early exhaust geometry (front set of pipes goes around the engine sides - the 
MFH kit is accurate). 

 Rear and front wing end plates unpainted (GV on race day). 

 Chassis identification plate set at lower left corner of trapeze-shaped bulkhead 
(chassis 037). 

 Small piece of red tape on front cowling of GV's car (race day). 

 No white paint on inner rim of bodywork. 

 White inspection sticker on inner rim of body, over driver’s left shoulder (race 
day). 

 Sliding skirts silver-gray in color. 

 Single race number on cowling (JS 11, GV 12). 

 “TAK contact Ferrari dealer” sticker (race day). 
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US GP WEST 
 

Long Beach 

8 April 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 1
st 

Jody Scheckter 2nd 

 
Chassis used: 
 
037 for G. Villeneuve 
038 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Introduction of forward rear wing setup. GV used it in practice but raced a 
standard wing setup. Small anchor plates are visible on tip of sidepods, even 
when the wing is set normally. 

 JS used the forward rear wing for practice and race. 

 Shorter nose cone used on both chassis.  

 Rear bodywork different on JS’ car (like previous race). 

 Rear brake ducts black on GV’s car. 

 Front wing end plates unpainted (GV race day). Inner lip of cockpit in red instead 
of white (GV). 

 Off-white sliding skirts (GV & JS race day). Brown colored skirts during practice 
(GV). 

 Roxill  sticker on side pods (Arexons  are present at 
that position later during the season). 

 “21 West Coast Ferrari Dealers”  stickers on sidepods (included in 
Tamiya decal sheet). 

 Single race number on cowling (JS 11, GV 12). 
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Spanish GP 

 

Jarama 

29 April 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 7th 
Jody Scheckter 4th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
037 for G. Villeneuve 
038 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Rear brake ducts painted black on both chassis. 

 Longer nose cone on both cars. 

 Small hole at tip of sidepods, anchoring point of forward wing configuration. 

 Yellow sticker on inner lip of cowling (behind left shoulder GV). 

 Arexons stickers on side pods (instead of Roxill, see US GP West). 

 “Tayre Ferrari Importer”  stickers on sidepods (included in Tamiya 
decal sheet). 

 Single race number on cowling (JS 11, GV 12). 
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Belgian GP 

 

Zolder 

13 May 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 7th 
Jody Scheckter 1st 

 
 
Chassis used: 
 
039 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Rear brake ducts painted black on both chassis.  

 Standard nose cone. 

 Belgian importer sticker on sidepods “Garage Francorchamps Importeur Ferrari”. 

 
 Single race number on cowling (JS 11, GV 12). 
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Monaco GP 

 

Monte-Carlo 

27 May 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve Retired (transmission) 
Jody Scheckter 1st 

 
Chassis used: 
 
039 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Forward rear wing setup with shorter nose cone. 

 Race number on front cowling applied on both sides (race day). 

 Rear brake ducts in natural fiberglass color on both chassis. 

 “CH. POZZI Importeur Ferrari”  stickers on sidepods (race day). 

 Brown leather headrest for JS, black for GV. 
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French GP 

 

Dijon 

1 July 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 2nd 
Jody Scheckter 7th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Race number on front cowling applied on both sides. 

 “CH Pozzi”  dealer sticker. 

 Rear brake ducts in natural fiberglass. 

 Sidepods grilles with fewer slats. 

 All black seat (GV). 

 V shape rear wing used in practice, standard wing on race day (GV).  
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British GP 

 

Silverstone 

14 July 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 14th 
Jody Scheckter 5th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
038 for G. Villeneuve 
039 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Race number on front cowling applied on both sides. 

 Unpainted fiberglass rear brake ducts (GV). 

 Lower rear deck on both cars on race day. 

 Long nose cone. 

 JS windscreen taller than GV. 

 Bell star helmet on race day, GPA helmet during practice (GV). 

 “Maranello Concessionnaires Ferrari Importer”  sticker on sidepods. 
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German GP 

 

Hockenheim 

29 July 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 8th 
Jody Scheckter 4th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Single race number on front cowling. 

 “Auto Becker Ferrari importer”  dealer sticker. 

 Natural fiberglass rear brake scoops. 

 Long nose cone on both cars. 

 Lower rear deck on both cars on race day (like British GP). 

 Small deflectors on rear edge of sidepods on both chassis. 

 Anchoring holes visible on rear tips of sidepods (JS). 

 Curved cutout near kill switch, behind headrest (JS). 

 Unpainted rear end plate during practice session (JS). 

 Red sticker on scuttle plate. 
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Austrian GP 

 

Österreichring 

12 August 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 2nd 
Jody Scheckter 4th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Race number on front cowling applied on both sides. 

 No dealer sticker. 

 Natural fiberglass brake ducts on both cars. 

 Front wing with natural metal end plate on GV, red for JS. 
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Dutch GP 

 

Zandvoort 

26 August 1979 

Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve Retired (tire) 
Jody Scheckter 2nd 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 “Kroysman bv Ferrari importeur”  dealer decal on the sidepods. 

 Long nose cone 

 Natural metal front wing ends (JS). 

 Different rear wing, V shape. 

 Small deflector on edge of side pods, near rear tires, painted white. 

 3 rectangular notches cut in lower edge of right sidepod (GV). 

 Same notches on both side of JS car. 

 Partial block of sidepods grills with tape (GV). 

 Unpainted end plates on front wing on both cars.  
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Italian GP 

 

Monza 

9 September 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 2nd 
Jody Scheckter 1st 

 
Chassis used: 
 
038 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Long nose (JS), small deflectors on sidepod painted white. 

 Rear brake ducts unpainted fiberglass (JS) 

 Single number for car 11, double numbers for car 12. 

 GV with outboard brakes, modified bodywork. 

 Revised exhaust system (like Tamiya kit). 

 Inner sidepod structure, dark shade of fiberglass, almost black (instead of orange 
like early season). 

 No dealer stickers. 
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Canadian GP 

 

Montréal 

30 September 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 2nd 
Jody Scheckter 4th 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Standard nose cone on both racecars. 

 Extra gray hoses (2) with red tips for brake or transmission cooling. (GV) 

 V rear wing GV (as at the Dutch GP) 

 Outer faces of end plates in red, front and rear (GV). 

 No dealer stickers. 

 Single race number on cowling.  
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US GP EAST 
 

Watkins Glen 

7 October 1979 
Ferrari results: 

Gilles Villeneuve 1
st 

Jody Scheckter Retired (tire) 

 
Chassis used: 
 
041 for G. Villeneuve 
040 for J. Scheckter 
 
The details: 
 

 Inner face of rear wing endplates in black on both cars. 

 Red end plates, front end rear on both cars. 

 Roxxill back on sidepods. 

 Yellow sticker on triangular panel of roll bar, one side only. 

 “40 East Coast Ferrari Dealers”  stickers on sidepods. 

 Single race number on cowling. 
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